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Abstract—Vaccinations have been proven over the years to
help treat some of the deadliest diseases as well as to prevent
the further spread of those diseases. A major factor that can
dictate the success or failure of a vaccine at treating the broader
population is to reach heard immunity. To reach heard immunity,
it is important to have a certain percentage of the population
vaccinated so that they themselves will not be impacted by the
disease and so that they will not spread throughout the commu-
nity. Public health officials in conjunction with education officials
understand the importance of immunizations and therefore set
standards on vaccination rates and collect data to drive efforts
to improve vaccination rates. The state of California is one of
those states that has set standards for the vaccinations that
kindergarten students should have before entering the school
system and collect this information and make it public each year.
There is an interest in using this information to make models that
can be used to make prediction about vaccination levels at the
county level. The most prominent approach taken is a geospatial
approach of using a physical map to show vaccination rates. This
is a useful visual, but it does not too much in the way of explaining
why those vaccination rates are what they are based on certain
factors. These geospatial models also do not provide a way to
predict how changes in certain factors will impact the vaccination
rates. In this study, variables that may impact vaccination rates
are explored to generate a regression model and two classification
models to understand if those models can be accurately used
with the given predictor variables to gage potential changes to
vaccination rates based on those given variables.

Index Terms—classification, decision trees, regression models,
Machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background Information

The main purpose of vaccinations is to help the immune
system form protection against diseases [2]. It helps prevent
infectious diseases when stimulating the body’s adaptive im-
munity. Babies are born with an immune system that can fight
most bacteria, but there are some serious diseases that babies
cannot combat naturally. Babies need vaccines to strengthen
their immune system. As babies grow and mature into in-
fants and school-aged children, there are vaccines that are
recommended to be administered to enhance their immunity to
potentially dangerous infectious diseases. There are vaccines
that at times may come with adverse effects, however, most
doctors agree that the benefits of vaccinations far outweigh
any risks that come from them. While vaccines have the
potential to save individuals from life threatening diseases

the other added benefit is that it can lead to herd immunity.
Herd immunity means that the community, or population, can
become immune to diseases which can stop the spread of these
deadly diseases before they become serious community health
issue [2].

The World Health Organization has estimated that in the
year 2020, a total of 23 million children world-wide missed
some vaccinations, while an estimated 17 million children
were not vaccinated at all [5]. The same study uncovered
that vaccination rates that combat diseases such as diphtheria,
tetanus, pertussis, measles, and polio have stagnated at 86%
of children receiving them world-wide [5]. This is alarming
because this data shows that many children and communities
are at risk of catching and transmitting diseases for which
vaccinations already exist that can prevent them. In many
countries such as the United States, school systems require
school-aged children to be vaccinated before entering the
school system as kindergarteners. This is done in effort to
drive up the number of vaccinated children in the community
as to prevent the issues that come from having an unvaccinated
population.

One such example of a state in the United States that
requires all children attending public and private schools
to receive certain immunizations before entering the school
system is California. According to the information provided
by the California Department of Health, the vaccines that
are required for kindergarten students to have to be consid-
ered fully vaccinated are vaccines against Polio, Diphtheria,
Tetanus and Pertussis (DTaP), Measles, Mumps and Rubella
(MMR), Hepatitis B, and Varicella (Chickenpox) [1]. Although
these vaccines are required, not all children entering the school
system have them. In these instances, cases are reviewed to
understand if the reason for this is something that would war-
rant an exception such as pre-existing health conditions, the
child started the sequence of vaccinations late, or the parents
of the children citing personal reasons for not vaccinating their
children.

B. Points of Interest

The state of California requires schools to submit vacci-
nation information for all students entering kindergarten at
the start of this school year. This vaccination information
is analyzed and interpreted to get an understanding of how



efforts to increase vaccination in children across the state are
going. Currently, a lot of studies and models that are created
focus on geospatial data and generating things such as maps
with clusters showing vaccination levels. This creates an issue
of not knowing what other variables within those geographic
areas may be impacting vaccination efforts. Our study intends
to assess the following questions:

1) How effective can a multilinear regression model be
at predicting the percentage of kindergarten students fully
vaccinated per county in California at the start of the school
year? : The first approach taken in this study to formulate a
way to predict vaccination rates based on certain key factors
is to create a linear regression model. In this case, since there
are multiple predictor variables potentially acting on the target
variable(vaccination rates), a multilinear regression approach
has been selected for further analysis.

2) How effective can a decision tree or a k-nearest neigh-
bor model be at categorizing whether a California county’s
kindergarten population will be at least 95% vaccinated at
the start of the school year?: The second approach taken
in this study is to look at the target variable (vaccination
rates) as a classification rather than a continuous number. This
approach would still provide information on how different
predictor variables play a role in being able to predict future
vaccination rates. One of the classification methods chosen for
further study is decision trees with the intent of providing a
more visual method to predict if a county will be adequately
vaccinated or not. The other classification method selected
is k-nearest neighbors to see how the change of different
variables may impact vaccination rates.

3) Is a multilinear regression model, a decision tree model,
or a k-nearest neighbor model the most effective way to make
predictions about the percentage of all kindergarteners that
will be fully vaccinated in the counties of California?: Lastly,
if a multilinear regression model, a decision tree, and a k-
nearest neighbor model can all be generated for this data, it
is important to understand how the three methods compare to
each other in terms of accuracy. After understanding how the
methods compare to each other, this study will assess how
the most accurate method compares to the current geospatial
models that exist.

C. Impact of this Study

This project is important because it has the potential of
being used for public health and other community outreach
initiatives. For example, if it is predicted that the size of the
population of a county in California will change, how might
that impact the vaccination status of kindergarten students? Or
maybe, if the average annual household income is expected to
increase by a certain percentage in a county can a portion
of the vaccination resources from that county be moved to
another? Having predictive models in place could help answer
these questions to ensure that resources are being used in
the most effective way. Also, if it is determined that the
models generated in this paper do not produce the most useful
predictions then it can be used to explain why those models do

not work so that others working on creating a similar model
know to use other methods or can build on what is proposed
in this study.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The subject of vaccinations is a topic of discussion that
has come to the forefront of discourse due to the COVID-19
pandemic and the various vaccines that have been developed
to reduce the spread and the negative health effects of
COVID-19. There are often times discussions or even
debates regarding whether to get vaccinated or not, but the
conversation goes past even the COVID-19 vaccine to a more
general discussion about vaccines, especially the ones that
infants and children get before they are old enough to go to
school. According to Paul Delamater, “The refusal or delay
of childhood vaccinations has been identified in both the
popular press and scientific literature as an increasing public
health concern across the United States” [3]. The refusal to
vaccinate children has negative effects that impact the child
and the community at large. As Andrea Praticò explains,
vaccinating children is not only about protecting their own
health and improving their quality of life but it is also about
protecting the community, especially high-risk individuals,
from getting deadly diseases for which vaccines have been
developed [10]. For this reason, may states across the United
States mandate that certain vaccines should be given to
children before starting kindergarten although they leave
room for exceptions.Machine learning analysis of online text
data shows this facts [1]–[6].

The state of California is one that requires that students
be vaccinated before starting kindergarten while also leaving
room for exceptions. There has been research done broadly
into reasons why exceptions are granted and why some parents
refuse to have their children vaccinated. For example, the
article titled “A systematic review of factors affecting vaccine
uptake in young children” explains that there are religious
reasons or the potential for allergic or otherwise negative
reactions to a vaccine by a child which warrants the need to
provide exceptions to being vaccinated [12]. As well as Emily
R. Zier mentioned that “Parents are concerned about vac-
cine ingredients, the number of vaccines on the recommended
schedule, the (scientifically discredited) notion that vaccines
are linked to autism, and the debate over the necessity of vac-
cines.” [4]. There has also been research done which revealed
more personal reasons as to why some parents choose not
to vaccinate their children such as misinformation or mistrust
on the impacts of the vaccine or simply being in geographic
regions that make them unable to reach the available resources
to get vaccinated [9]. Being able to allocate resources or
distribute information in the most appropriate manner could
help increase the number of children that are vaccinated
which would help communities be healthier. Similarly, a free
vaccination policy was found strongly correlated with higher
vaccination intention. Our study findings urge the need to



offer free influenza vaccines to children and more education
to parents in order to increase the vaccine uptake rate. [14].

One way in which resource allocation or information dis-
tribution regarding vaccination in children could be improved
is by creating models to predict or access how certain factors
impact the percentage of students that are fully vaccinated.
For instance, Robert M. Kaplana pointed that “The survey
was cross sectional by design and used a multistage cluster
sampling procedure. A total of 1,927 mothers with children
of 12–23 months of age were extracted from the children’s
dataset. Mothers’ self-reported data and observations of vac-
cination cards were used to determine vaccine coverage. An
adjusted odds ratio (AOR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI)
was used to outline the independent predictors.” [11]. There
are studies conducted which focus on using geospatial data
to understand where the most unvaccinated children are and
to make predictions of how shifts in population impact those
numbers. The author Tracy Lieu uses geospatial data to create
geographic clusters on a map of California to show where
different levels of vaccinated students reside [6]. Moreover,
the author Paul Delamater builds on Tracy Lieu’s concept by
building maps that show how mobility of people shifts the level
of vaccinated students based on different geographic regions.
In addition to, Nita Bharti combines satellite-derived mea-
surements of fluctuations in population distribution with high-
resolution measles case reports to develop a dynamic machine
learning model [?], [?], [6]–[36] that illustrates the potential
improvement in vaccination campaign coverage if planners
account for predictable population fluctuations. [8]. Focusing
on geographic regions can aid in allocating resources, but there
are factors other than geography which may impact the levels
of vaccination.

The author Louise-Anne McNutt published an article titled
“Affluence as a predictor of vaccine Reflection and under
immunization in California private kindergartens” in which
factors that may help to explain the distribution of vaccination
rates in geospatial reports are discussed in more detail. This
study looks at factors such as cost of tuition at private
schools, religious affiliation, and enrollment numbers to ana-
lyze vaccination numbers [7]. This article creates opportunities
to look beyond geospatial attributes and to consider other
socioeconomic factors that may impact vaccination numbers.
This also opens opportunities to look into models that do not
necessarily generate maps or other geospatial models to study
vaccination rates.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Dataset

For this study we will first compile raw data by combining
information from the California Government’s open data portal
and the United States Census Bureau’s website. After this
we will complete data clean up and begin exploratory data
analysis. This will be done to create visualizations and some
preliminary calculations to begin to isolate variables and see
points of interest.

The dataset titled “2019-2020 Kindergarten Immunizations”
forms the foundation of this study. This information is made
available on the California open data portal. The source of
the data is the public and private schools throughout the state
which are required by law to report the immunization status of
the kindergarten students at the start of the school year. From
this dataset the following fields, or variables, will be used:

• “COUNTY”: California county in which the school is
located

• “CATEGORY”: Label for the vaccination status being
reported

• “PERCENT”: Percent of students fully vaccinated (Target
Variable) Component heads identify the different compo-
nents of your paper and are not [37]

The second data set from which information will be gath-
ered for the exploratory data analysis stage is an interactive
portal from the United States Census Burau titled “Quick-
Facts.” The United States Census Bureau compiles this infor-
mation and makes it available for public use. We will be using
data for the different counties in California from 2019 since
the kindergarten data being gathered is from 2019. From this
dataset the following fields will be used:

• “Population Estimates”: Number of residents in the
county

• “Female persons, percent”: Percent of population that is
female

• “White alone, percent”: Used to calculate the percentage
of the population belonging to a minority group (100 –
“White alone, percentage”)

• “High school graduate, or higher”: Percent of the popu-
lation older than 25 years old with a high school diploma
or equivalent

• “Persons without health insurance, under age 65”: Per-
centage of the population under 65 years of age with no
health insurance

• “Median household income”: Median income for the
household in 2019 dollars

• “Persons in poverty, percent”: Percentage of the popula-
tion living in poverty

• “Unemployment rate”: Percentage of the population un-
employed

B. Methods

After completing the preliminary analysis, we will move
into creating a multilinear regression model, a decision tree,
and a k-nearest neighbor modelto see if a model can be built to
predict based on different variables if the average percentage
of student’s fully vaccinated is at least 95%. We propose to use
a portion of the data to train the different models then a portion
of the data to test. For the multi-linear regression model the
target variable will be a continuous number depicting the
percent of kindergarten students that are fully vaccinated. For
the classification models the target variable of percentage of
vaccinated students will be split into two categories: “95%
vaccinated or higher” and the other category will be “Less



than 95% vaccinated.” This change to the dataset will be
made to accommodate working with linear regression models
versus working with classification models. Lastly, we will
compare the accuracy of these models and see which is the
most accurate and ultimately if the models are useful.

The data collection and initial clean-up will take place in
Microsoft Excel. The multilinear regression model will be
built and analyzed using the programming language R and the
program R-Studio. There will also be a step-wise reduction
conducted on the multi-linear regression model generated
to see if there are variables that are not contributing in a
statistically significant way to the model to see if it can be
reasonably improved. The decision tree and the K-Nearest
Neighbor model will be built using the program language
Python and the program Jupyter Notebook. Python packages
such as numpy, pandas, and sklearn will be used to work with
the dataset.

To evaluate the different models that we create we intend
to first split our dataset into a training and a test data set by
randomly splitting up the records 75% for training the models
and 25% for testing the models. This will be useful to get
an understanding of how our model does at predicting the
outcomes of the test data set. The following statistical tests
will be used to evaluate the multi-linear regression model: root
mean squared error, r-squared, and p-value. To evaluate the
accuracy of the decision tree and k-nearest neighbor models a
10-fold cross validation will be used. These statistical values
will then be used to formulate a discussion about the accuracy
of the models.

IV. RESULTS

The attributes that were chosen for these models are the
total population, percent of the population that is female,
percent of the population that belongs to a minority race or
ethnic group, the percent of the population that graduated high
school, percent of the population under 65 years of age that
does not have health insurance, median income for the county,
percent of the population that is unemployed, and percent of
the population in poverty. These eight attributes were chosen
based on literature research as factors that may contribute
to parents getting their school age children vaccinated and
therefore monitoring the changes of these variables could
be useful in making predictions around the overall rate of
vaccination.

A. Classification: Decision Tree

The dataset was formatted so that the target variable
“PER FULL VAX” (representing the percent of kindergarten
children fully vaccinated) displayed either a 1 if the value is
at or above a 95% and a 0 if the value is below a 95%.

The decision tree that is depicted in figure three was created
using the Sklearn’s “DecisionTreeClassifier” function. The
decision tree begins with looking at the percent of population
that is living in poverty and moves down from there based on
certain criteria on different attributes. There is no additional
pruning done to the tree.This decision tree was created using

75% of the data to train the model. When the model is
tested using the remaining 25% of the data, it is revealed
that the accuracy in classifying whether a county would have
at least 95% of the kindergarten population vaccinated was
approximately 66.7Ṫhis value is fairly low which does not
present much confidence that this model would be useful in
making decisions about things such as resource distribution or
making public health policies regarding vaccinations.

In an effort to dive a bit deeper into the decision tree
model, Sklearn’s “DecisionTreeClassifier” was ran without
using test and training data. A model was created using all of
the data and a 10-fold cross validation to measure accuracy.
This resulted in an accuracy of 61.9% which was a decrease
in accuracy when compared to the decision tree made with
a 75% train / 25% test split in the data. Therefore, the first
decision tree model performed better but it still not useful
enough in the context of predicting how different factors may
impact vaccination rates of counties in California.

To extend on decision trees, we took a look at ran-
dom forests still using Sklearn’s “RandomForestClassifier” in
Jupyter Notebook. An estimator value of 10 was used for
this exercise and the model generated had an accuracy of
approximately 62.00% which is also a lower accuracy than
the decision tree that was generated using a test/train split
dataset.

B. Classification: K-Nearest Neighbor

Once again, the dataset was formatted so that the tar-
get variable “PER FULL VAX” (representing the percent of
kindergarten children fully vaccinated) displayed either a 1 if
the value is at or above a 95% and a 0 if the value is below
a 95%.

Another classification model that could be used to predict
a county in California will have at least 95% of school
age children vaccinated is K-Nearest Neighbors. Sklearn’s
“KNeighborsClassifier” was used to create models for this
classification. There were tests made using different values
for the 11n neighbors” variable ranging from 1 to 10 to see
which produced the best accuracy. The idea behind testing a
range from 1 to 10 is to see if increasing the variable would
also increase the accuracy. the accuracy of these models was
then calculated using a 10-fold cross validation .

This test proved that for this model, increasing the
n neighbors value did not necessarily cause an increase or
a decrease in accuracy. The accuracies kept increasing and
decreasing without a discernable trend that could be seen at
a quick glance. When looking at the summary of accuracies
in figure five, it becomes evident that the highest level of
accuracy was achieved at an “n neighbors” value of 5. The
accuracy at that point was about 72%. This is measurement
of accuracy comes as an improvement over the decision tree
and random forest models but it still does not spark enough
confidence in using this model as a replacement over the
traditional geospatial models.



C. Multi-Linear Regression
To begin the process of building a multi-linear regression

model the p-value of all predictor variables in relation to the
predictor variable were calculated. A hypothesis test was then
conducted using these p-values shown in figure six with a
significant value of 0.05. The following hypothesis was tested:

H0 : β1 = 0

Ha : β1 ̸= 0
(1)

Based on this test it is apparent that the variables “PER-
CENT MINORITY” and “PERCENT HS GRAD” are the
only variables with a p-value less than 0.05 leading to the
conclusion that there is strong evidence that these predictor
variables on their own are statistically useful in predicting the
vaccination rates. The two variables were graphed to visually
inspect the results of the hypothesis test. These two graphs
can be seen in figure seven and in figure eight:

However, the majority of the predictor variables chosen for
this study do not seem to be statistically significant in creating
a linear regression model for this prediction.

After validating that there exists evidence that points to
some of the predictor variables being of statistical significance,
a multi-linear regression model was created. The following
summary statistics were also generated with this model:

Key values evaluated to see the usefulness of this model
for predicting the vaccination rate for kindergarten students in
California include Multiple R-Squared, Adjusted R-Squared,
and p-value. Looking at the summary statistics in figure nine, it
is shown that the Multiple R-Squared the Adjusted R-Squared
are both very low. This would imply that the predictive multi-
linear regression model created using all predictor variables is
not statistically useful in predicting or explaining the variation
in the dependent variable. This is further confirmed when
looking at the overall p-value for the model. The p-value is
well above the threshold set at 0.05 also showing that this
model is not of statistical significance in predicting the target
variable.

In an effort to do further analysis on a multi-linear regres-
sion model, the model with every single predictor variable in
it was taken and a stepwise regression was completed on it.
This decision came about to uncover if potentially removing
any individual, or combination, of predictor variables that are
of less statistical significance would produce a more accurate
multi-linear regression model. Similar to the multi-linear re-
gression model that has been built, the backwards step-wise
regression was computed using the language R in R-Studio.
The original dataset was also split into a training set and a
test set to be able to gather information about the accuracy of
the model that would be generated using the backwards step-
wise regression. The model was then optimized and summary
statistics were computer for the model that had been generated.
figure ten displays the summary of results for computing the
stepwise regression:

The results of running a backwards stepwise regression
eliminated seven of the eight predictor variables from the orig-
inal multi-linear regression model. According to the analysis

of running a backward step-wise regression technique on the
training dataset, the model to predict the vaccination rate of
kindergarten students in California would be the following:

Y = β0 + β1X1 (2)

• Y is the predicted percent of kindergarten students that
are vaccinated in California

• X1 is the percent of the population for a county that has
graduated high school

While this “optimizes” the prediction model, based on
literature search it is highly unlikely that a model with only
one predictor variable can help to predict vaccination rates for
a county in California. This appears to be a case of overfitting
the data. Therefore, no further summary statistics were running
on the model that was generated using the backwards stepwise
regression. For now, it appears as though the regression model
with all predictor variables is the most statistically useful
multi-linear regression model that can be generated with the
provided data.

D. Summary of Findings

Decision Tree:
• Low accuracy, not an effective predictive model for the

rate of vaccinated kindergarten students per county in
California.

K-Nearest Neighbor:
• Low accuracy, not an effective predictive model for the

rate of vaccinated kindergarten students per county in
California.

Multi-linear regression:
• Low accuracy and not enough statistical evidence to

prove that this model is effective in predicting the rate of
vaccinated kindergarten students per county in California.

V. LIMITAIOANS AND NEXT STEPS

A. Limitations

One limitation of this study is the frequency in which the
United States’ Census Bureau collects and publishes informa-
tion related to factors such as population sizes and levels of
education or poverty. Also, the United States’ Census Bureau
relies on self-reporting which may not always be fully accurate
if there is a misunderstanding on the form that is being filled
out or if the people filling it out feel uncomfortable with
providing accurate information for certain questions. The state
of California publishes vaccination information every year but
information for the United States’ Census is not published
annually which causes gaps in gathering data for years outside
of the United States Census. The state of California tracks
some of the same information as the United States Census
on an annual basis, but they do not make as much of it
public as the United States Census bureau does. Using both the
California Census data and the United States Census Bureau’s
data to gather the same data may lead to inconsistencies or
discrepancies if the information is not collected in the same



way for example. This becomes a limitation on getting all of
the data from the same sources every year.

A second limitation to this report is that there is not a
published target for vaccination rate. For this study, a rate
of 95% was selected as the target vaccination rate based on
literature review on herd immunity levels for the different
vaccines that are required for kindergarten students in the state
of California. For the majority of the vaccines that are required
by kindergarten students, the reported target for herd immunity
is 95% and therefore that is what was selected as the target
in this report. If the target is to be defined to be something
different, this study is setup in a way where the new target
variable could be set, and the models could be generated once
again to test the different regression and classification models.

Finally, a third limitation is that this report focuses on
data from the year 2019 but there have been major shifts
in public health since then due to the global COVID-19
pandemic. Since the rise of the global pandemic there has been
a higher discourse around vaccinations and shifting attitudes
by the public around vaccines. There is also public discourse
surrounding states such as California potentially requiring the
COVID-19 vaccine as one of the vaccines that are needed
for a student to be considered “Fully Vaccinated.” This is to
say that further study may be needed to see if these models
and predictors based on pre-COVID-19 data hold true past the
changes that the COVID-19 virus brought to the public health
space.

B. Next Steps

This project still has the potential to create regression or
classification models that can be used in generating predictions
about vaccination rates in California. One step would be to
identify other variables that may be statistically significant in
predicting vaccination rates in the state. This could include
factors such as religious affiliation or others that impact a
parent’s decision to get a child vaccinated before entering the
school system in kindergarten. It could be that other factors
could be more impactful predictor variables for vaccination
rates than the ones that were studied in this report.

Another route that this report could take is breaking down
the data further geographically. In this report the data which
is being studied is at the county level. It could be that diving
in deeper and looking at data to something like the city
level could provide better information. Some counties are
larger than others and may have larger levels of disparity in
sectors such as graduation rates or average household income.
Looking at a smaller geographic region such as city may result
in lower levels of disparity. Also, this would generate more
data points which may be better for training the predictive
models as long as it does not lead to overfitting the models.

As hinted to in the limitations section, another potential next
step would be to study in how the global COVID-19 pandemic
has impacted these models. The COVID-19 pandemic has had
economic, social, and even political impacts since the start
of the 2019 school year which is when the data was taken
for this report. It is difficult to study current and future public

health trends and models without brining into consideration the
potential impacts of the pandemic. The pandemic may have
created new factors to consider when predicting vaccination
rates that may be better statistically correlated than what was
known or studied prior to the pandemic.

When it comes to decision tree model, it may be beneficial
to apply pruning to the tree to uncover if that creates better
accuracy in the model without leading to overfitting the model.
For example, with the multi-linear regression model that was
generated, there was also a backwards stepwise regression
completed on the model to understand if removing certain
predictor variables could improve accuracy. With the stepwis-
eregression it did lead to overfitting with relying on only one
variable to make a prediction, but even this provided useful
information to know that even excluding the less statistically
significant variables still did not improve the accuracy of the
model that was generated.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A. Discussion Around Guiding Questions

1) How effective can a multilinear regression model be at
predicting the percentage of kindergarten students fully
vaccinated per county in California at the start of the
school year?

Based on our studies in this report, it was uncovered
that a multi-linear regression model based on the data
and factors considered does not provide an accurate
way to predict vaccination rates based on p-value and
error rate evaluation. Even when a stepwise regression
was completed to remove the less statistically significant
variables, the model that was created was not useful
when considering the complexity of the issue being
considered.

2) How effective can a decision tree or a k-nearest
neighbor model be at categorizing whether a California
county’s kindergarten population will be at least 95%
vaccinated at the start of the school year?

This study uncovered that based on the data was used
and the variables that were studied, the classification
methods of k-nearest neighbor and decision trees did not
provide accurate models for predicting vaccination rates
in California. Even when further analysis was conducted
by looking into random forests or a range of values for
the k-nearest neighbor model, the accuracy of the models
was not strong enough to suggest that the models could
be statistically useful in predicting vaccination rates in
California.

3) Is a multilinear regression model, a decision tree
model, or a k-nearest neighbor model the most effective
way to make predictions about the percentage of all
kindergarteners that will be fully vaccinated in the
counties of California?



When comparing all of the models that were studied for
this report in regard to Classification and Regression, the
model that performed the best is K-nearest neighbors.
However, even though this model outperformed the
other’s studied, it still did not provide an acceptable level
of accuracy to propose it as an effective way to predict
vaccination rates in the state of California.

B. Conclusion

The current standard for tracking and displaying information
related to vaccination rates in the state of California is creating
and presenting geospatial maps that display a distribution of
vaccination rates across different geographical areas. These
maps vary, with some appearing like heat-maps across the
geographic location and others using bubbles or a different
graphic on a map to provide information related to vaccination
rates. These maps are useful in understanding what areas may
have high or low vaccination rates but they do not necessarily
give an explanation for those rates. They also do not provide
much information in the way of predicting what changing
certain social, economic, or political factors in the area will do.
This information is useful for public health officials to better
prepare for changes that may negatively impact vaccination
rates. In an effort to fill that gap and provide a form to make
predictions on vaccination rates based on predictor variables,
this report took on looking at classification methods such as
decision trees, random forests, and k-nearest neighbor as well
as a multi-linear regression model.

Based on the data that was used to create the machine
learning methods described in this study, at this time none of
them provide great confidence that they can provide accurate
predictions that could be useful to make public health deci-
sions around vaccinations. With the classification methods, the
highest accuracy achieved was approximately 72% which does
not hit the proposed target of approximately 90% accuracy.
With the multi-linear regression model that was generated, p-
value and error rates also did not instill statistical confidence
that the models generated could be useful in making pre-
dictions about how changes in the predictor variables impact
vaccination rates.

At this time, it is our conclusion that the current geospatial
methods should continue to be used as the primary form of
providing information related to vaccination rates in the state
of California. In order for these machine learning methods that
were explored in this report to be useful further research would
need to be conducted to find more accurate predictor variables
or datasets that provide more insight into the behaviors and
circumstances that impact vaccination rates. There are also
other machine learning methods for making predictions or for
classification that could be explored such as naı̈ve-bayes and
others that may use similar strategies to the ones in this report
and may have better results.
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